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My Magical Palace by Kunal Mukherjee takes us to the other side of the gay realm, and has

us see what transpires in the life of a male who is fascinated by all things male. Rahul has

grown up with a crush on Rajesh Khanna. The obsession with the stars lips, and romantic

gestures, has him fantasizing about intimacies with him, and natural progression in this

kind of thinking has him yearning for the brother of a classmate.

The brother is ‘greek god’ handsome and even has a girlfriend, but that not deter him from

noticing Rahul’s vulnerability. Even as he enjoys the thrill of kissing the girl, he takes Rahul

to the changing room after football practice, and there introduces him to the pleasures of

man with man, with the hugs, the rubs, the thrill of sweaty bodies and male smells. For

Rahul, this is a heady experience, and he longs for more.

He has grown up being more in the company of his sister’s friends, and the girls and

women who visit the expansive home in Hyderabad that his father has occupied by virtue of

being a government official. It was once a palace but was abandoned before being lived in

because a dead bat discovered there was deemed a bad omen.

The story of Rahul coming of age and understanding himself, is played against other peripheral stories in the book.

Discovering that being a girlish boy can bring in problems of ragging, and seeing a classmate being sacked and treated

with electric shocks for writing a love letter to another boy is scary.

There is Mallika, the daughter of family friends, who falls in love with a Muslim boy, and Rahul and his sister witness the

budding romance, before the romance is discovered and the girl is sent off, to be married off later to a man of the parent’s

choice. The Muslim boy is beaten for approaching them with his own suit. The backdrop has Hindu-Muslim tensions over

the demand for more land for expansion of a dargah, that too from what is perceived as temple land. This seals the fate

of the lovers even more strongly.

This all is recounted by Rahul to his lover Andrew in the US, who breaks off after coming to know that Rahul is in the

midst of interviewing the girls being sent to him by his parents who are planning an arranged marriage.

The Magical Palace 

by Kunal Mukherjee

HarperCollins

Rs.399
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